
AENEAS AS A HERO AND LEADER

Free Essay: â€œImmediately Aeneas' limbs grow weak with cold: he groans, and stretching both hands to the stars
cries out in with these words: â€œO.

When Aeneas sees on one of the new buildings pictures of the Trojan War, he takes comfort in seeing that the
history of the fall of Troy is known here, and so they care about such human suffering. Aeneas's character
possesses human qualities as well. Aeneas exhibits deep feelings for humanity. One way of seeing the whole
poem is that it is the story of a man becoming a true hero from all his mistakes and ordeals he goes though on
his travels. A great leader must always face adversity to stand the test of time and that is exactly what happens
to Aeneas. Heroes can be defined as people who take up challenges in situations for the sake of their fellow
being. When the Greeks raze the city of Troy, Aeneas escorts his father, Achises and his son, Ascanius, as
well as other citizens of Troy to find another foothold for settling. This journey will one day lead to the
establishment of the mighty Roman Empire. Virgil took the myth of Aeneas and tied him together with the
founding of the Roman State. As a member of the management team of Dr. This strain shows him to be a
deeply Roman hero, especially in the values that come forward in his actions and response to tragedy. Venus
again interferes here to help Aeneas out again. He is presented as a flawed mortal man â€” a man with
feelings. During the journey to Italy, Aeneas shows his ability of leadership and decisiveness. He has a
persistent foe, Juno, whose jealousies cause her to follow him even after he has left the homeland that he loved
so much. Aeneas is "a man apart, devoted to his mission, a dedicated man. Love is a strong and the ultimate
emotion that a person can fee. In the poem, Aeneas obeys both of these virtues, and must deal with both the
rewards and costs of them. The Greek epic, The Odyssey and the Roman epic, The Aeneid highlight by the
contrast between their protagonists a cultural shift from the concept of heroes as individuals to that of the hero
as a leader. Then out of the blue, Venus dissolves the mist that has hidden Aeneas and his companion and
Aeneas appears. He behaves no less honorably toward the gods, earnestly seeking to find out their wishes and
conform to them as fully as possible. He thanks Dido with deep feeling for her readiness to welcome them.
The captains of the ships Aeneas had thought lost come to make peace with Dido. Then out of the blue, Venus
dissolves the mist that has hidden Aeneas and his companion and Aeneas appears. Along this journey, he is
pushed to his limits both mentally and physically. When the Trojans reach Lavinia, Aeneas continues to act as
the good ruler. With all the research, there is not a quick answer or even full agreement as to what makes an
individual an effective leader. Right from the start, Aeneas motivates the men who have followed him. Then I
ask, should the hero not make his own way? This was extremely difficult for him since his mother was Venus,
the goddess of erotic love which is totally hedonistic. His beauty increased by his mother's power. Book 4,
lines Aeneas makes many difficult decisions which cause him pain, yet are for the greater good. Pepper
Snapple Group I have observed that there is more to becoming a successful leader than experience and tenure
Most people are focused on their own wants and needs, however, Aeneas chooses the greater good over the
woman he loves. He is the son of Anchises, a Trojan prince, and Venus, the goddess of love. He must now
lead the other survivors to another land. He carries these lessons into the war that follows, taking care to
ensure the proper burial of both ally and enemy. Jupiter and Mercury know that the fate of Aeneas is to start
the Roman Empire and that staying with Dido, would keep him from fulfilling his destiny. Aeneas was a man
fill with goodness, strength, and courage. In his role as dutiful servant of fate and of the gods, Aeneas never
loses sight of his goal. In Book II, Aeneas attempts to demonstrate the appropriate pietas. Why could I not
have perished on the Trojan plain, and have poured out my life at your right hand, where fierce Hector lies by
the spear of Achilles, where great Sarpedon, where the river Simois rolls and carries beneath its waves the
helmets and shields and brave bodies of men. Throughout the poem, Aeneas receives lots of decisions from
both of his parents. He realizes that his life has a purpose and that is to go to Italy and establish what is to be
one of the greatest empires.


